
 

 

 

Mark making with coffee is a fun activity you can do at home.  ‘Mark making’ 
is an art term used to describe the lines, patterns or textures we make when 
we create a piece of art.  It’s interesting to see what tools you can find in 
your home to draw with and this video uses two strengths of coffee as 
paint.  Watch the video and then have a go yourself. 

https://youtu.be/VCabnkCg0Ac 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCabnkCg0Ac#action=share 

 

When you’ve experimented with mark‐making, use the technique to make a drawing of a work of art 

of your choice, or try this step by step coffee drawing task. 

 

Abstract Coffee Art – Home Learning  



 

Coffee art is a great activity to do at home, especially if you don’t have any 

paint.  This coffee art is inspired by looking at tree bark.  To complete this 

activity you are going to need: 

 A paintbrush 

 Instant Coffee* 

 A pencil and paper 

*Instant coffee works best but if you don’t have it try really, really strong 

espresso. 

Read through all the stages of this process and then come back to the 

beginning and re-read the stages and complete them as you go along. 

First, draw a very light spiral on your page.  It needs to be light as you are 

going to erase this line.  Next, go around the outside of the spiral with a 

wiggling line so you end up with something that looks like the image on the 

right below. 



 

Next, look at all the shapes that you can see in the bark below. 

 



In the spiral you have drawn, draw shapes inspired by the bark above.  Save 

the above image to a device so you can easily view it when you are 

drawing.  Look at how the shapes, inspired by bark, have been drawn inside 

the spiral below. 

 

When you have filled your spiral with shapes it should look like the image 

below. 



Go over your pencil lines with a black ballpoint pen.  Sometimes ballpoint 

pen can look a little grey.  Go over the lines more than once if necessary to 

ensure your lines are black. 



 

When you have finished, rub out your pencil lines.  You won’t be able to rub 

them out after you have applied the coffee.  Your drawing should look like 

the spiral below. 



Mix up some instant coffee that is roughly one part coffee to 2 part 

water.  Carefully paint in three of your sections.  Crush some of the instant 

coffee granules so they are really fine and sprinkle them on the wet 

coffee.  The granules will bleed into the wet coffee creating an interesting 

texture. 



 

Continue painting 3 or 4 sections at a time and then sprinkling with crushed 

coffee. 



When the spiral is complete, it should look like the picture below. 



 

Now you need to paint in the background.  Protect the pages beneath with 

some newspaper or scrap paper.  Don’t worry if the coffee pools a little bit as 

this adds to the interesting texture. 



 

Finally, mix up some really, really strong, instant coffee.  You need over 50% 

coffee in the mixture.  Add the dark coffee around the edge of the spiral, 

dabbing it on.  Your finished artwork will look something like the image 

below. 



 

How will you know you’ve done this well? You should consider: 

 Has it been painted so that the white lines show clearly? 

 Is the pen work smooth and black? 

 Are the shapes inside the spiral, like bark? 

 Have the coffee sprinkles only be used on the spiral? 

 Has a darker tone/value of coffee been used outside of the spiral? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


